
Detangling 101



In order to understand detangling, we
must first understand what causes hair to

tangle.



 A knot/tangle  happens when two strands of hair wrap
around each other and become intertwined. Once a couple
of strands are stuck together, the knot can become bigger
and harder to remove. Every day, strands of your hair are
shed as part of a healthy hair life cycle.
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So what's your first order of business?



PRODUCT

NEXT UP!



Slip N Slide
Not this 

BUT THIS! 



Slip: Slip in a product refers its lubricity, i.e. its ability
to reduce friction so that strands of hair can slide past

each other (instead of becoming tangled) and
detangling tools can pass through the hair with ease. 

 
The amount of slip a product provides is an indicator of

how easily knots and tangles will become undone
when you slide a comb, brush or fingers through the

hair after you’ve applied that particular product.

http://www.naturallycurly.com/glossary/slip/


Slip Ingredients to Look For: 

vegetable oils and butters: Vegetable oils such as olive oil and

coconut oil and butters such as shea and cocoa butters are great

at coating strands, smoothing the cuticles and allowing strands

to slide past each other with reduced friction

Fatty alcohols: Fatty alcohols are emollients, which means

they have the ability to soften skin and hair. This property

makes fatty alcohols a common ingredient in conditioners

and lotions. The most common fatty alcohols are stearyl

alcohol, cetyl alcohol and cetearyl alcohol. 



Hydrolyzed proteins : Hydrolyzed proteins are

proteins that have been split into smaller units by

the process of hydrolysis. Hydrolysis is a type of

chemical reaction in which water is used to break

bonds within a molecule. Since hydrolyzed proteins

have been broken into smaller molecules they are

easily absorbed into the hair strand filling in gaps

and smoothing the cuticle layer. Smoother cuticles

reduce the risk of knots and tangles being formed as

the cuticle sheets are closed and so not able to snag

onto raised cuticle sheets from neighboring strands.

Types of hydrolyzed proteins to look out for are

hydrolyzed silk protein, hydrolyzed wheat protein

and hydrolyzed soy protein.

Slip Ingredients to Look For: 
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detangling herbs :  Detangling herbs such as slippery elm,

flaxseed and marshmallow root are popular ingredients in

detangling products because of their ability to add slip and

smooth and condition the hair. 

Slip Ingredients to Look For: 



Product Recommendations

Water

As I Am 
Coconut Wash

Kinky Curly 
"Knot Today""Knot on my watch"
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Tools for Detangling
 Although not the most time effective strategy,
detangling your hair with your hands is a great
option. With a comb, you can’t feel that you’re

ripping and causing tension on your hair. There’s no
sensitivity. By using your hands you can feel each

and every tug and lose a lot less hair. Gently worked
out the knots and tangles, starting from the bottom

of my strands and working his way up. 

Your hands 



Tools for Detangling
A wide tooth comb is a comb with large
spacing between the teeth. Wide tooth
combs are another critical detangling

tool. It's dual purpose to part and
detangle make it irreplaceable. They are

excellent for detangling long or short
hair and it is best to detangle starting

from the ends to the roots.

Wide Tooth Comb



Tools for Detangling

 Created by John Denman Dean in
the 1930s, the brush is used

primarily for detangling and styling
naturally curly hair. Best used  to

detangle when the hair is wet,
conditioned and sectioned. The
denman is a MUST have in your

curly hair tool kit.

Denman Brush



Tools for Detangling
This brush is amazing at teasing out lots
of knots. It have multi-sized bristles to
get out tangles super-gently and with

minimal breakage and cuticle damage.
The size is great if you want to brush

conditioner through your hair without
having to section it too much, its also

handheld so the grip is great. 

Handheld Detangling



Tools for Detangling
Tangle Teezer is  totally different than

any other brush you see on the market.
to the original. The teeth are stronger

and a lot longer (4mm to be precise) so
it’s able to ease through curly and Afro

hair a lot better and has alot of offerings
as the longer teeth are mixed in with

short ones for a pain-free detangle-sesh.

Tangle Teezer



Tools for Detangling
This brush allows easy detangling of all

hair types primarily due to its open
ended flexibility along the top. While
most brushes are bonded on all four

sides, this brush bonded on three! This
enables its flexi-bristles to provide fluid
movement, allowing the Detangle Brush

to move with your hair.

Brush with the Best



Wet vs Dry 



Questions


